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Abstract
The Lorentz length contraction for a rod in uniform motion is derived
performing two measurements at arbitrary times. Provided that the velocity of
the rod is known, this derivation does not require the simultaneous measurement
of two events. It thus avoids uncomfortable superluminal relationships.
Furthermore, since the observer’s simultaneous measurement is not needed
in order to observe spatial contraction, this procedure is more akin to the
Lorentzian relativity approach and is better suited for more general schemes
such as deformed spacetime versions of special relativity. An example of a
space contraction measurement from the same rest position in the observer’s
frame illustrates the procedure.

1. Introduction

The Lorentz spatial contraction together with time dilation are two fundamental phenomena
giving rise to several effects in special relativity (SR). The relativistic addition of velocities,
the frequency redshift of receding objects and the relativistic contraction of accelerated objects
[1, 2] are three such examples that may be understood in terms of spatial contraction and time
dilation. Nonetheless, the Lorentz contraction has been questioned due to some uncomfortable
paradoxes [3] as well as the difficulty in testing it directly [4].

In order to obtain the Lorentz contraction, most authors request simultaneity in
measurement of the object’s endpoints [5–8]. For example, Resnick emphasizes [9]: ‘it
does no good to measure the coordinate of one end of a moving object at one time and the
coordinate of the other end at a different time’. In agreement with the previous statement,
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Wheeler says [10]: ‘one must measure the location of both ends of the moving meter stick at
the same time in the laboratory frame. Otherwise there would not be a well defined pair of
laboratory points’. An exception is found in a paper by Moriconi [11] that uses the Doppler
effect as a starting point and makes no explicit hypothesis of simultaneity. Another exception
is a brief report by Gjurchinovski [12] that shares several points with our approach. The
present derivation, aimed at a university introductory level, is better suited for understanding
the relativistic contraction phenomenon since it does not request simultaneous measurements.
It is instructive to differentiate the contraction problem from the discussion of simultaneity or
the lack of it in different inertial frames.

Discussions abound regarding the reality of the Lorentz contraction [13–16]. On the one
hand, contraction is considered to be merely a consequence of coordinate transformations. On
the other hand, it is thought of as a real change of shape owing to internal electromagnetic
forces, which change due to motion. The former view is consistent with Einsteinian relativity
(ER), where coordinate transformations connecting inertial observers are independent of the
phenomena involved, whereas the latter view is affine with the neo-Lorentzian version of
special relativity (LR), where each class of interaction determines its space transformations.

In this work, a brief review of the conventional spatial contraction derivation, using
simultaneity, is presented in section 2. An outline of the Galilean procedure, shown in
section 3, paves the way for the present approach. In section 4, measurements are assumed at
two different times and, in order to obtain the length of the rod, the distance travelled between
measurements is subtracted. The advantages of this approach are discussed in the last section.

2. Usual space contraction derivation

Space contraction takes place in the direction of relative velocity between frames while the
transverse coordinates remain unaltered. For this reason, it is sufficient to consider only one
spatial dimension in the direction of the velocity between frames [6].

Allow for a stationary rod along the x-axis of a frame, called the object system labelled
‘obj’. This frame moves with constant velocity v in the positive x-direction with respect
to another system called the laboratory frame labelled ‘lab’. The laboratory-from-object
transformations between these systems are

xlab = γ (xobj + vtobj), ctlab = γ
(
ctobj +

v

c
xobj

)
, (1)

where γ ≡ 1/
√

1 − v2/c2 and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. The inverse relationships,
namely object-from-laboratory transformations, are obtained by interchanging the sub-
indices obj ↔ lab, and inverting the velocity v → −v. Evaluate a spatial interval
�xlab = xlab(b) − xlab(a) and a time interval �tlab = tlab(b) − tlab(a), where xlab(a) and
xlab(b) are the coordinates of the rod’s ends, a and b, measured in the laboratory system at
times tlab(a) and tlab(b) respectively, as shown in figure 1. Similarly, the coordinates of the
rod’s ends in the object system xobj(a) and xobj(b) are measured at times tobj(a) and tobj(b)

respectively. The spatial and temporal interval transformations from (1) are

�xlab = γ (�xobj + v�tobj), (2)

�tlab = γ
(
�tobj +

v

c2
�xobj

)
. (3)

The simultaneity condition in the usual derivation is then imposed. If the rod ends are measured
simultaneously in the laboratory frame, then �tlab = 0. Consequently, from (3)

�tobj = − v

c2
�xobj. (4)
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From this outcome, it is clear that an event simultaneous in the laboratory frame is not
simultaneous in another frame (for example, the object frame). Inserting this result in (2),
we obtain

�xlab = 1

γ
�xobj. (5)

In other derivations of spatial contraction [5, 7, 17], the Lorentz object-from-laboratory
transformations are invoked. From a pedagogical point of view, it is counterintuitive to use
object-from-laboratory equations since the known measure is the object size in the object
frame and its size in the laboratory is to be obtained. However, an asset in this approach is
that the intermediate result (4) is avoided. In this case, the simultaneous measurement in the
laboratory frame (�tlab = 0) is inserted in the spatial object-from-laboratory transformation:

�xobj = γ (�xlab − v�tlab), (6)

which becomes

�xobj = γ�xlab. (7)

Thereafter, the length in the laboratory frame �xlab given by (5) is recreated.

2.1. Drawbacks in the simultaneous derivation

Simultaneous events produce divergent velocities �xlab

�tlab
→ ∞. This inconvenience is of course

solved by stating that the two events are not causal. The simultaneous detection of the rod’s
two end points does not mean that the distance measurement is done instantaneously. For this
reason, Synge [7, p. 117] stresses the point: ‘he adopts the natural procedure of noting the
simultaneous1 positions of the two particles of the body, and then, at his leisure measures the
distance between these two positions, the body of course having passed on’.

A more uncomfortable consequence of the laboratory simultaneous measurement is
relationship (4), which implies

−�xobj

�tobj
= c

c

v
, (8)

a velocity greater than c. This result again involves a non-causal relationship between
the two observations as seen in the object frame. Indeed, it is logically consistent that a
non-causal event in one frame must be non-causal in any other frame. However, the
intermediate non-causal superluminal result is needed to go from (2) to (5). Although the
latter derivation seems to avoid the superluminal relationship used in the former derivation,
both procedures are equivalent because we have used the same premises and equivalent
transformations in either case.

Noting two positions simultaneously implies that neither is caused by the other. They
must be simultaneous either by chance or by a common predecessor. In the present case, the
laboratory observer has to, for example, trigger a switch with two equal length branches to
the appropriate markers. It is almost as having to assign the two right places at the right time,
namely to know the distance that is to be measured a priori.

3. Galilean non-simultaneous procedure

Recall the process of length measurement in the Galilean limit. The space transformation
between two inertial reference frames is

�xlab = �xobj + v�t, (9)

1 The emphasis is ours.
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Figure 1. A rod moving along the x-direction with velocity v relative to the laboratory, where label
1 corresponds to the laboratory frame and 2 corresponds to the object frame. The measurements
of the rod’s coordinates are taken at different times tlab(a) �= tlab(b).

where �xlab = xlab(b) − xlab(a) and �xobj = xobj(b) − xobj(a) are the distances measured by
the laboratory and the object at times t (b) and t (a) respectively, as shown in figure 1. In this
case, time is invariant under these transformations and thus need not be labelled in a particular
frame; an observer at rest measures the same time interval that an observer does in a frame
moving with the rod.

It is clear that �xlab is not the length of the rod because the ends a, b have been measured
at different times. To obtain the length, the displacement of the rod during the measurement
time interval has to be subtracted2:

�xlab(rod) = �xlab − (v�t).

Finally, substitution of the above result in (9) gives the length of the rod measured in the
laboratory frame:

�xlab(rod) = �xobj,

that is, the observer in the laboratory system measures the same length as an observer in the
object frame.

4. Length contraction without simultaneity in measurements

Consider a rod with end points a, b along the x-axis, stationary in an object frame as shown in
figure 1. This frame moves with constant velocity v in the positive x-direction with respect to
a laboratory frame. The Lorentz transformations for the spatial and time intervals are

�xlab = γ (�xobj + v�tobj), (10)

2 If the coordinates were recorded simultaneously, �xlab(rod) = �xlab.
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�tlab = γ
(
�tobj +

v

c2
�xobj

)
. (11)

The spatial interval �xlab = xlab(b) − xlab(a) is the difference of the rod’s end coordinates, a
and b, measured in the laboratory system at times �tlab = tlab(b) − tlab(a), whereas the length
�xobj = xobj(b)−xobj(a) in the object frame is taken in a time interval �tobj = tobj(b)− tobj(a).

The measurements of the rod’s ends are taken at two different times tlab(b) and tlab(a),
respectively. Therefore, the length of the rod is equal to the laboratory spatial interval �xlab

minus the distance travelled by the rod in the time elapsed between measurements:

�xlab(rod) = �xlab − v�tlab. (12)

The length of the rod in the laboratory system in terms of the variables measured in the object
frame is obtained by substitution of �xlab and �tlab from the Lorentz transformations (10)
and (11):

�xlab(rod) = γ (�xobj + v�tobj) − vγ
(
�tobj +

v

c2
�xobj

)
. (13)

This expression may be simplified to the usual Lorentz space contraction:

�xlab(rod) = γ�xobj

(
1 − v2

c2

)
= 1

γ
�xobj.

The space transformation involves the factor γ −1. Since the relative velocity between frames
is always smaller than the velocity of light in vacuum v < c, it implies γ −1 � 1. So we have,
for instance, that 1 m in the object frame (�xobj = 1 m) is seen in the laboratory as a shorter
distance (�xlab < 1 m).

The time interval may be arbitrarily chosen in this derivation. In particular, it may be
chosen long enough to ensure that quotients are subluminal �xlab

�tlab
< c and all vectors are

time-like. Then, the observer can perform the measurement in real time or if he wishes
measure the distance between the two recorded positions at a later time as suggested by
Synge. If the time interval is short enough to produce superluminal ratios, it reflects the fact
that the detectors are fired in a non-causal way between them. A particular case is a zero time
laboratory interval that reproduces the simultaneity condition of the conventional derivation.

5. Remarks and conclusions

The Lorentz spatial contraction has been obtained using the space and time Lorentz
transformations as a starting point. The procedure involves the observation of two endpoint
coordinates of a moving object at two arbitrary times. In order to obtain the length, the
displacement of the object during the measurement interval is subtracted. This derivation
does not rely on any distinctive observer’s detection times. The time interval between
measurements may be selected so that the space over time quotients remain subluminal.
In particular, these two times need not be simultaneous. The derivation allows the lecturer to
present the phenomenon as an extension of the familiar Galilean measuring procedure using
the appropriate Lorentz frame transformations.

An enlightening example is that of a laboratory observer that sits down and records the
time when the nose of a plane or rocket goes past him and then when the tail goes past3.
Since the two measurements of the moving object are performed from the same position in
the laboratory, the spatial interval in this frame is zero �xlab = 0 and thus from the Lorentz
transformation (10),

�xobj = −v�tobj. (14)

3 A sensible way of measuring rather than running around the lab or placing detectors all over the place!
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The length of the rod, according to the reasoning presented here, is given by (12); in this
special case, �xlab(rod) = −v�tlab. The Lorentz time transformation (11) gives �xlab(rod) =
−vγ

(�tobj + v
c2 �xobj

)
and from (14) �xlab(rod) = −vγ

(− 1
v
�xobj + v

c2 �xobj
) = 1

γ
�xobj.

The present approach certainly does not indicate whether the Lorentzian or Einsteinian
version of special relativity better describes reality. Nonetheless, it poses less stringent
conditions on the observer. It is therefore better suited for generalizations that may involve
interaction-dependent transformations [18] such as deformed versions of SR.
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